CONTROL AND FLEXIBILITY IN SOFTWARE LICENSING
LM-X License Manager lets you protect your products against
piracy by enforcing various levels of security, save time, and
reduce business risks. When coupled with License Activation
Center (LAC), LM-X provides a complete license management
solution that greatly simplifies license creation and activation.
With one of the widest ranges of platform and language support,
LM-X License Manager allows ISVs to quickly and effortlessly reach
new markets and customers, driving sales and increasing revenue.

Key Highlights
TAILOR YOUR LICENSING MODELS TO YOUR
CUSTOMERS’ NEEDS
LM-X lets you license your application any way you
want and alter licensing policies on a per-customer
basis so that you can focus on your customers’
needs. Supported LM-X licensing models include
network/floating, single-user/node-locked, trial, timelimited, pay-per-use, and token-based licenses.
EXCELLENT USER EXPERIENCE
LM-X License Manager includes many features that
make LM-X-protected software more attractive and
reliable to end users; grace licenses let your users
continue using a network license for a specified
period of time when the license server is down,
ensuring uninterrupted access to your application so
they can complete and save their work.
LM-X also offers a number of features that give end
users flexibility in managing their own licenses. End
users can activate products, upload license files,
view license usage statistics, and edit configuration
files, all without involving vendor support staff.
SUPPORT FOR MULTIPLE PLATFORMS
You can run LM-X on all major platforms, including
Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, Solaris and many
others. Even if you have customers who want to
install the LM-X license server on a platform that you
don’t have in-house, you can use a license server
pre-compiled for that platform.

TRANSITIONING FROM FLEXNET? NO PROBLEM
Transitioning to LM-X from legacy license management
systems is straightforward, and our customers have
found that LM-X is easier to maintain than other license
managers. In addition, LM-X includes many features
that make LM-X protected software more attractive to
end users, without the enterprise costs.

POWERFUL INTEROPERABILITY
LM-X integrates with other X-Formation products to
provide a complete end-to-end license management
solution. License Activation Center (LAC) delivers
centralized software license management for vendors
and online license activation for end users. License
Statistics monitors, processes, and produces reports on
software license usage. By combining LM-X with LAC
and License Statistics, you can gain complete control
over managing your software.

Overview of Benefits


Many options for bundling and configuring products
to meet the needs of all types of end users



Defining new products without additional
engineering effort



Protecting products against piracy and enforcing
various levels of security



Providing end users with license administration and
management tools



Reducing distribution costs by providing online
activation

LM-X Licensing Models & Features














Network/floating licenses
Single-user/node-locked licenses
Trial licenses
Time-limited licenses
Pay-per-use and token-based licensing
Virtual machine licensing
Secure store and dongles
Automatic server discovery
Manual and automatic heartbeats
License borrowing and grace licensing
High Availability Licensing (HAL)
Web-based license management
Exclusive/additive network licenses

What Our Customers Say
“As a leading global provider of simulation technology
for more than 20 years, Altair realized the importance of
moving to a new, modern licensing system. With more
than 3,000 Altair software customers worldwide, we
evaluated several products and eventually selected LMX. Our decision was based on many factors including
cost, functionality, multi-platform availability and the
confidence we had in the company’s ability to support
their product.
The product has all the features we desired, and they
continue to listen to us closely for our future needs as
well. We expect to have a lasting partnership with XFormation well into the future.”
Steve, Fine Director & Program Manager, Software
Licensing Altair Engineering, Inc.

X-Formation Customers
X-Formation’s products are used by small to large
businesses around the world, including Fortune 500
companies and other billion-dollar corporations. We are
proud that Altair, Enventive, Hex-Rays, and many other
businesses are satisfied vendors of LM-X.
In addition, more than 50,000 licenses have
been deployed to end user organizations, such as Ford,
Boeing, Porsche, Lockheed Martin and many others.

Tech Specs
Platform Support:
Windows 32-bit & 64-bit, Linux 32bit & 64-bit, Mac OS, Solaris 64-bit,
and many other Unix platforms.
Supported Languages :
C/C++, Java, C++/CLI, VB.NET, C#

Ready to Try LM-X?
Interested in testing LM-X License
Manager? Simply request an
evaluation of our software.
After you complete the evaluation
request form, we will contact you
within 24 hours.
More information:
www.x-formation.com

Want to Learn More?
Website: www.x-formation.com
E-mail: info@x-formation.com
Facebook: facebook.com/xformation
Phone: (USA) +1 406 322 2614

